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Do you have any comments about the proposed footprint?
Do you have any feedback about the current market location at the Main Beach 

foreshore or the previous location, Butler Street Reserve?

Do you support the 

permanent relocation of 

the markets from the 

beach front to the centre 

of town?

A core principle of the Byron 

Bay Town Centre Master Plan 

is to prioritise pedestrians and 

people over vehicles in the 

town centre. Do you support 

the idea of ‘cars out, people in’ 

in key areas?

Are you a...?
Response 

ID

May 06 21 
03:40:18 
pm

this is ok - prefer not to have lots of stalls in Railway Park - it already cops a beating with the 
Saturday night market which I don't think should be in there - it should move to the rail corridor.

it should definitely not be on the foreshore
it would be great if it could go back to Butler St or the Cav

Unsure Yes Local business in Byron Bay 3352596

May 06 21 
03:51:21 
pm

It should be extended to include Jonson St from Byron St to Lawson St.  This part of Jonson St 
was a shared zone in Dan Plummer's plan so why not include it as well for market day?

Butler St Reserve is hot, sunny and exposed with limited parking for patrons.
Main Beach also has limited parking and puts extra pressure on the foreshore area.
Butler St Reserve should be a visitor car park.

Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3352640

May 06 21 
03:55:33 
pm

Looks great so long as the stall capacity is capped Remove it from beach front ASAP. Yes Unsure Resident in Byron Shire 3352663

May 06 21 
04:17:34 
pm

This is just another kick in the guts to local residents and businesses,I think you are going to end 
up in court !

Markets should not be held here due the erosion that's happening. No No Resident in Byron Shire 3352789

May 06 21 
04:20:32 
pm

Absolutely stupid Move it all out to the cavanbah sports car park . No No Resident in the Byron town centre 3352813

May 06 21 
04:20:40 
pm

Closure of Jonson street is wrong. This would mean that anyone living in Byron itself is trapped 
for that day due to access roads being only 2.  Residents should be able to drive out of town and 
back in. Closing Jonson st result in more traffic mayhem. 
Council needs to lobby to have mobile cameras set up very 300 metres from the M1 in.   Far to 
many on their mobile phones coming in when traffic is super slow.

Butler at reserve No No Resident in the Byron town centre 3352814

May 06 21 
04:27:01 
pm

Yes the market should not be located in this place 
Closing traffic to Jonston st is a not a good idea especially for already established businesses 

The main beach foreshore is currently experiencing severe coastal erosion 
Needs to be relocated to Butler st 
Especially with the new bypass taking traffic straight there 

No No Resident in the Byron town centre 3352848

May 06 21 
04:33:11 
pm

Don't close Johnson st Stupid place to put it No No Resident in Byron Shire 3352884

May 06 21 
04:41:42 
pm

Do not like this proposal for blocking off part our main street area even if it is one Sunday a 
month. They need to be back at Butler STREET Reserve or out at the Cavanbah center like the 
Farmers Markets are which will ease traffic in town.

The markets are not helpful for our foreshore, the erosion is very severe up there and we need to 
protect the area. Car parking spaces are a nightmare when markets are on for the locals to access 
the beach as well.

No No Resident in the Byron town centre 3352918

May 06 21 
04:54:32 
pm

Markets should be at Butler st, or out where the farmers market is… Not appropriate… No No Resident in Byron Shire 3352981

May 06 21 
05:41:14 
pm

Yet again impacting workers already struggling to park (now that all forced to live outside the 
area thanks to STHL etc). 

Needs to go back to Butler St. No No 3353216

May 06 21 
06:27:37 
pm

I feel the markets would be better off out at the cavanbah centre or Butler st. The town is already 
congested with people . I also feel that it would have an impact on local businesses in the town 
who pay huge rents . I am also concerned about the amount of people in town especially during 
this COVID time . 

Our foreshore and beaches in the main beach area is under threat get the markets away from there . 
Too many people impacting the area 

No No Resident in the Byron town centre 3353386

May 06 21 
07:02:34 
pm

Leave our streets alone and opened, put the markets at cavenbah, if it is good enough for the 
farmers markets it is good enough for the Sunday markets

The main beach eroding so they need to move from there, moved to cavenbah sports fields where 
there is plenty of parking and space

No No Resident in the Byron town centre 3353529
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May 06 21 
07:08:08 
pm

Business will be impacted small business have they not suffered enough this year Better there than in back of Johnson stree No No Local business in Byron Bay 3353548

May 06 21 
07:14:34 
pm

This is going to impact businesses in this town. Why do market holders get  accommodated and  
business who pay rates and outgoing in this town not.
The markets affect these businesses now. 

The small business employ local people and will have to cut staff and wages to survive.

It is better than the current proposal No No Local business in Byron Bay 3353577

May 06 21 
07:32:33 
pm

This proposal is going to significantly impact small business in the area by giving an unfair 
advantage to the market stalls. This will happen through market stalls having a reduced outgoing 
compared to locally owned and operated businesses who pay rent and utilities to fund both the 
shire council and the infrastructure in the community. It will reduce the already minimal parking in 
the town, bottlenecking both foot traffic and car traffic in the area. In addition to this will adversely 

The previous location of the butler street reserve was the best option. This is as it ensures that the 
environment is not impacted by the degradation of foot traffic in the area. It also ensures that main 
streets in Byron are not shut down causing significant delays to both locals and tourists. Another 
option that should be suggested is the use of the sports centre in Ewingdale

No No Local business in Byron Bay 3353658

May 06 21 
07:42:27 
pm

Are the shops in Jonson Street like the chemist, paper, bread shops being compensated as there 
will be NO parking. I know you say give the street to the people but again this is our town and we 
pay rates.

The markets should never been held on the front sand dune as even that is going away with our 
tides. And the cars are parking there as well. On a very delicate sand dune which should not be 
allowed.

No No Resident in the Byron town centre 3353686

May 06 21 
07:59:26 
pm

Looks great
I am a Beachside Artesans market stall holder.  There is no distinction, people expect usual market 
prices for imported things, rather than sophisticated works from artists and master makers.  We are 
looking forward to the monthly market going away. 

Yes Yes 3353738

May 06 21 
08:20:22 
pm

I think it is great
Main Beach is not suitable due to environmental degradation.  Butler Street reserve is better as a car 
park until we get a park n ride further out of town

No Resident in Byron Shire 3353828

May 06 21 
08:45:19 
pm

It will cause chaos in an already too busy town
Why can’t the markets go to the Cavanbagh Centre same as the farmers market and take the 
pressure off the town a bit.

No Unsure 3353918

May 06 21 
08:56:23 
pm

Good idea Butler street reserve too hot, no trees or shade or nice areas to sit. Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3353953

May 07 21 
07:31:07 
am

It is very convoluted with many dead spots and inequality in layout and opportunity for stall 
holders. Who is already scheming for the best positions?

Current beach front location excessively commercialises/activates/deteriorates our primary natural 
asset. Butler Street Reserve has the potential to be a beautiful regenerated soft open space multi 
function recreation reserve. The markets there are accessible, the layout is fair and equitable, 
comprehensible.

No Unsure Resident in the Byron town centre 3354445

May 07 21 
08:09:23 
am

I like the connection to the new rail corridor and closure of the CBD for one day a week
Too crowded, too intrusive on the fragile foreshore environment. Parking and traffic issues in this 
area

Unsure Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3354541

May 07 21 
09:47:29 
am

Very good foot print.  Good location.

The markets at Main Beach have prevented community activities such as the Winter Whales that has 
raised approx. $1m for local charities and brought millions to the local economy.  Similarly events 
such as the triathlon have been severely restricted.  Activities for the Surf Club, such as Nippers have 
been restricted.  These activities bring huge benefit to Byron Bay and Byron Bay will lose then if the 
markets remain at he beachside.

Yes Yes 3354904

May 07 21 
09:52:24 
am

Why are we blocking the main road ? 
Why can’t we build a covered car park that is used for the markets in all weather ? 

We must do what councils plan had been. Retreat from the ocean No No Resident in Byron Shire 3354929

May 07 21 
09:54:51 
am

I don’t think the Main Street should be used for market grounds. I feel for the business owners in 
the Main Street that pay fortunes in RATES and rent to be open every day! This will take 
business from them. The locals who don’t really go to the market will avoid town and town 
businesses that day to avoid traffic and chaos that will become apparent if the street gets cut off 
in the middle 

Butler st reserve is perfect. Main beach foreshore is the next best thing except for when charity 
events like winter whales get cancelled because of it. 
The old Rex grounds could be prettied up and used. Would be perfect. 

No No Resident in the Byron town centre 3354938

May 07 21 
10:10:09 
am

Try to reduce stalls on grassed areas but otherwise good. Unsustainable, has high impact on the park. Yes Yes 3354993
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May 07 21 
10:41:48 
am

How am I supposed to go to the Rails? It's my favourite pub and yes I have a disability Butler street was great. Accessible parking and close to everywhere. Unsure No Resident in the Byron town centre 3355098

May 07 21 
10:59:02 
am

Looks good. Will need a huge clean up especially walkway to the interchange too. Great idea 
and car free.

No.  Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3355158

May 07 21 
11:05:21 
am

Yes Unsure Resident in Byron Shire 3355184

May 07 21 
11:08:32 
am

Where is everyone going to park? why can't we go back to butler street reserve?
Butler street is much better

Yes Yes Local business in Byron Bay 3355197

May 07 21 
11:09:30 
am

Yes. Closure of Jonson street, increased traffic congestion & taking over the car park, where are 
you intending for the people coming to the market to park ? Should be moved to the cavangbar 
centre. Plenty of parking & plenty of green space for market stall holders to set up. 

Butler street reserve has been the most appropriate site for the markets Yes Unsure Resident in Byron Shire 3355202

May 07 21 
11:13:17 
am

it's a pretty used site already -i.e. no vegetation has to go in order to utilise the site.  i wouldn't 
want it to prevent any possibility of the trains coming back on the tracks there.

main beach is not good for the poor old beachfront, which needs a lot of decent care and replanting. i 
wouldn't be surprised if mother nature has been eroding the dunes in protest! the previous toxic use 
of Butler St reserve is a good reason not to return the markets there.

Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3355214

May 07 21 
11:25:01 
am

think its a great idea no only new to the area Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3355239

May 07 21 
11:40:30 
am

This proposal removes the ability for the Rails to function properly or safely.
It removes any staff, customer or disabled parking from the Rails, staff parking from 84 Jonson St 
and access to the Railway cottage.
It prevents band access to the longest continual live music venue in the country and it prevents 
deliveries to occur on a traditionally busy day.

Butler street was and is a great location. It had more parking and was close to town without severely 
impacting bricks and mortar local shops/ratepayers.

Unsure No Local business in Byron Bay 3355300

May 07 21 
11:46:38 
am

Don't have any problems with the footprint it's looking good
Prefer main beach if the markets are being relocated prefer the town centre over Butler street 
definitely a better location love the car free idea Butler street would be more suited for permanent 
paid parking 

Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3355320

May 07 21 
11:52:50 
am

Ridiculous congestion. What about people with mobility issues?  No No Resident in Byron Shire 3355337

May 07 21 
12:28:36 
pm

I support this proposal Neither are as suitable as this Railway Park and surrounds Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3355451

May 07 21 
12:53:21 
pm

Great idea
Both were away from town, the beach lost the “vibe” so I think this is a great location change and will 
ultimately spill over to businesses as well

Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3355527

May 07 21 
01:00:12 
pm

Totally disagree with this proposal. Must be moved from our beachfront. Butler Street or Cavanbah. No No Local business in Byron Bay 3355548
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May 07 21 
01:19:56 
pm

Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3355629

May 07 21 
01:27:48 
pm

It should be still at Butler St not in town
Butler st is where the markets should be. You have just built a new bypass that has changed the 
traffic situation for the better why on earth would you want to block any roads. Butler St or the 
Cavanbah centre is where the markets should go no locals go to the markets much anyway

No No Resident in Byron Shire 3355648

May 07 21 
01:45:12 
pm

Disrupting traffic flow along Jonson Street seems a ridiculous idea, why on earth include in the 
footprint??? All those shop owners who pay massive rents in the proposed area and are still 
enduring hardship from 2020 are not being supported by their council, feels like this proposal is 
adding insult to injury.  Why not return the market to Butler Street Reserve? Plant some trees, 
install permanent seating, stage area, breath new life into what we already have rather than 

I like the Main Beach foreshore location but I feel it does not hold much atmosphere as you walk up 
one side, turn then walk down the other and leave.  Butler Street market location created a wonderful 
energy, conversations created as paths crossed (visitors and stall holders alike), community spirit 
strengthened, food & music & dancing intertwined with shopping. People linger, connections made, 
bonds strengthened Byron in its essence.

Unsure No 3355701

May 07 21 
02:23:32 
pm

Yes leave street open  on every Sunday and leave the beach front parking area alone...no one 
on council is a long time resident of byron bay SO DONT CHANGE IT .and put markets out at 
the sports centre 

Leave the parking at beach front alone it belongs to Byron Bay long time residents who made this 
town .no one on council own it 

Unsure No Resident in the Byron town centre 3355819

May 07 21 
02:26:23 
pm

Too small and squeezed. Too much of an interruption to town centre. Regardless of closure of 
streets which should be considered separately.

Beach foreshore- good location. Much more manageable the proposed one. Butler st - also good but 
more vegetation should be considered for better micro climate especially for summer hot days.

No Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3355827

May 07 21 
03:15:29 
pm

Absolute disaster 
Should all be at the Cavanbah Centre 
Businesses are paying huge rent & so tired of the congestion when markets are on . I don’t even 
venture into town on those days 

No No Resident in the Byron town centre 3356039

May 07 21 
03:36:14 
pm

These markets need to be kept seperate from retailers, this wouldn’t help us it would have an 
affect on us and in my opinion lower our foot traffic as people would be attending the markets. It’s 
not fair on local business like myself who have big overheads to pay when the market stalls not 
so much! Don’t turn the streets into a market! 

No No Local business in Byron Bay 3356110

May 07 21 
04:21:03 
pm

The footprint is nearly right,  but its nor necessary close Jonson St for this event - Especially if 
the marketeers are selected form Local/regional producers, this would limit the need for road 
space to be used.

The Beach side market is definitely not the right location.  Butler st has had its day. no longer 
suitable.. the new site is good except no street closer necessary 

Yes No Local business in Byron Bay 3356239

May 07 21 
04:24:50 
pm

This site maybe a winner, parking will be an issue as will traffic in the CBD, any street that can 
cause congestion and loss of parking will be a substantial mistake.

Beach side was ok as an interim location to assist stall holder during bypass construction only. Yes Unsure Resident in the Byron town centre 3356249

May 07 21 
05:25:35 
pm

Don’t like either. It really needs to find a new home Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3356431

May 07 21 
05:26:00 
pm

I do not believe the markets should be in town as they are too big.  They need a site away from 
where residents want to go about usual daily lives.  Should not take over railway park...this is a 
space for people to congregate all the time   to not be able to do that in the same way when 
markets are there is not fair.

I do not like the beachfront location.  Again it interups activities (like locals walking their dogs or 
having a picnic in that space).  Beach is too busy already.  I loved the old Butler St location.  It was 
close to town but far enough away to not overcrowd ayteets/footpaths and interruptions to local 
residents.  Surely the land is contaminated could be cleaned 

No No Resident in the Byron town centre 3356435

May 07 21 
05:39:55 
pm

Yes, I’m not convinced about the new location but It might work.
My first thoughts it would be more suitable to be out of the town centre due to the possibility of 
traffic concerns.

This area right on the dunes is way too sensitive for the amount of heavy vehicles etc being used for 
the markets.
It is already vulnerable to erosion and this heavy use is not helping.
The whole coastline between Main and Clarke’s needs a  massive rehabilitation project to help stop 
the ongoing issue of coastal   erosion.

Unsure Unsure 3356469

May 07 21 
06:06:17 
pm

Cannot agree to shut off Johnson street our next nightmare markets should go
Out to Cavanbah

Must move now from our eroding beach front ... butler st is idea but understand there may be epa 
issues 

No No Resident in Byron Shire 3356539

May 07 21 
06:18:32 
pm

BLOODY DONT NEED ANYMORE CANDLES AND SHIITY FOOT RUBS BLOODY TO MANY CARS FOR A BUSY LITTLE SHIT TOWN XX Yes Unsure Resident in Byron Shire 3356561
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May 07 21 
06:22:25 
pm

Don’t like it Don’t like it No No Resident in the Byron town centre 3356577

May 07 21 
06:46:44 
pm

Will the proposed site have room for 300 stallholders plus cars that need to be onsite? (some 
stallholders need their cars next to their stalls). The site looks quite disjointed, and some 
stallholders, who are positioned in the tucked away parts of the site, will miss out on trade.  It 
also puts the market in direct competition with the shops and cafes in Byron CBD.  The CBD is 
busy enough without the markets - better to keep them separate. 

The current location has been excellent for stallholders, trade has been markedly better than when 
the markets were at Butler St. It is a pleasant site to walk around, and there are no 'bad' positions for 
stalls. 

No Unsure Resident in Byron Shire 3356628

May 07 21 
07:08:18 
pm

I don't understand why Butler St reserve can't be "fixed" and that improved ant that area used.   
The proposed footprint doesn't have any appeal to it.  It just the unused railway land and isn't 
very nice

I don't think it should be on the beach front. The beach front is too unstable to have that amount of 
activity. And it also cuts of access to the beach. Which is why we live here. 

No Unsure Resident in the Byron town centre 3356676

May 07 21 
07:16:53 
pm

I think it is great provided there is good access for all abilities 
Butler st is really hot being In a low lying area with no breezes. Beachside is great location but 
parking can be tricky

Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3356692

May 07 21 
09:37:27 
pm

Great idea Needs more space and parking Unsure Yes
Regular visitor to the Byron 
Community Market

3356933

May 07 21 
10:15:50 
pm

I feel it is inappropriate to be closing OUR Main St to facilitate the markets at the expense of 
businesses in town who already pay high rents.

The beachfront is not the place for markets. Either back to Butler St or out to the Cavanbah Centre 
where the farmers markets are.

No No Resident in Byron Shire 3356984

May 08 21 
03:04:29 
am

Completely ridiculous. Stakeholders need to have vehicular access near to them. Why not use 
the Butler street reserve as before?  

The foreshore area is  in a very perilous position. And for long term I think the Butler st. reserve would 
be the best alternative. If the future use of the reserve is awaiting the outcome of site  investigations 
the overall decision should wait until, those decisions have been made. The master plane must be 
amended to suit the situation.

Yes No Resident in Byron Shire 3357119

May 08 21 
07:40:11 
am

It is a terrible idea for local businesses to close a part of Johnson street on busy market days. 
The current seafront location is far better and less impactful on traffic. 

I think current location is the best choice. It is pleasant and does not block any road No No Local business in Byron Bay 3357281

May 08 21 
11:58:51 
am

You have got to be kidding.  Markets at Cavanbah Centre not in town. Should not be on foreshore.  Get it out to cavanbah centre No No 3357809

May 08 21 
12:40:37 
pm

I am against this. Adding to congestion and benefitting tourists at the Expense to locals and shop 
owners. Only ones who profit are mostly non local marketers. What do they contribute to the 
town

Ridiculous. Adding to congestion No No Resident in Byron Shire 3357880

May 08 21 
02:47:25 
pm

Am concerned about access to the Tourist Information Centre which is open all day Saturday
Market at Main Beach appears to be well attended and parking is much easier than at the proposed 
site in Railway Square

No Yes Local business in Byron Bay 3358085

May 09 21 
03:21:24 
pm

the best option is when stallholders can have their car at their stall 
Main beach is for the artesan market. They have been lost in the melee and shoppers losing the 
distinction, expecting monthly markets prices for handmade craftsmanship and art. 

Yes Yes 3360030

May 09 21 
06:31:08 
pm

Do NOT close the bloody main street The foreshore is crumbling and collapsing so the sooner the market is moved the better Unsure No Resident in the Byron town centre 3360493

May 10 21 
01:50:57 
pm

No
Would rather no market on the foreshore or Butler St reserve. Love the idea that it is in the rail 
corridor or at the Cavanba centre.

Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3362650
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May 10 21 
10:35:28 
pm

I think it is a good location, the road closures would create a very likeable atmosphere enhancing 
the community and small town feel. 

The erosion at main beach is far too drastic to risk any further damage from pedestrian activity. Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3364249

May 11 21 
09:27:02 
am

I support 'cars out people in' but I think inevitably people will still drive and require parking for the 
market. Butler Street park could be a great spot for parking and an easy walk into town. 

Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3364843

May 11 21 
05:06:30 
pm

This is ridiculous! As a local business owner already struggling we do not need more disruption! 
The market is great in the beach front as it is with lots of parking and a cool breeze! Leave us 
alone, we need the roads so our customers can get to us! Stop trying to destroy local 
businesses!

Yes! The current location is fantastic! Lots of parking, cool breeze and great for everyone! Do not 
move it!

No No Local business in Byron Bay 3366518

May 12 21 
09:24:42 
am

Placing the market in the heart of Byron's retail precinct will negatively effect retail outlets who 
already face significant challenges to continue operating. Existing businesses add to the vibrancy 
and heart of Byron and should be supported to operate as a priority. In the past 12 months we 
have had to endure cease of trade due to the pandemic, increased rent prices and continued 
snap lock downs. Putting the markets up against our usual trade could be the final straw. Support 

Market days already effect our trade at these locations. No No Local business in Byron Bay 3367785

May 12 21 
10:08:46 
am

This is a poorly planned as project as when rail services resume through this part of the corridor, 
what allowances have been made for trains passing through. 

It should stay there. No Yes
Regular visitor to the Byron 
Community Market

3367883

May 12 21 
12:50:56 
pm

It would promote the markets to tourists more. 
Butler Street a bit off the main track of the usual tourist and local.  Enjoyed the Main Beach location 
more.  Often just popped in cause we were down the beach.  

Unsure No Resident in the Byron town centre 3368352

May 12 21 
02:16:59 
pm

what a brilliant idea it's not sustainable and should not be permanent Yes Yes Local business in Byron Bay 3368670

May 12 21 
02:38:52 
pm

should be very functional and create a great market
Butler st reserve is a very difficult site as it is on an old tip - much better suited to parking. Main 
Beach foreshore is lovely but restricted in many ways.

Yes Yes 3368745

May 12 21 
03:05:57 
pm

I think its a great idea to locate it where you suggest. It impacts beach goers and access to the beach too much for it to stay there. Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3368828

May 12 21 
03:09:38 
pm

Do Not Close off Jonson Street!! Should never have been relocated to the Beach Front, should have gone to Cavenbah Yes No Resident in the Byron town centre 3368840

May 12 21 
03:11:54 
pm

I think it will cause traffic chaos in the proposed area. The town centre is not a good location 
unless Butler Street reserve is used a a free parking area.

Both of the previous locations are good. The old Butler Street reserve is best. No Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3368846

May 12 21 
03:18:13 
pm

The location she’s sense Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3368863

May 12 21 
03:18:32 
pm

Where are all the people going to park? Get rid of the market completely No No Resident in Byron Shire 3368867

May 12 21 
03:20:43 
pm

It will add too much congestion to an already busy area and will impact the retail stores in the 
area having to close some of the roads.

I think where it is currently on the main beach is a great location. No No Resident in Byron Shire 3368875
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May 12 21 
03:23:20 
pm

looks a suitable location grossly environmentally irresponsible site at Main Beach Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3368879

May 12 21 
03:23:33 
pm

Love it Great Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3368880

May 12 21 
03:23:58 
pm

Looks fine. Creates traffic chaos. Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3368883

May 12 21 
03:27:20 
pm

Enough! Byron Community Market should be returned to Butler Street Reserve as soon as 
possible. Thereafter it should  be allowed to call the reserve it's permanent home. Consultation 
with stallholders has long been lacking honesty and transparency of intent from both the 
Community Centre and from Byron Council staff and councillors, an absolutely appalling state of 
affairs for a place that boasts of it's supposed openess and upfront honesty relating to such 
matters!

To repeat... Byron Community Market should be returned to Butler Street Reserve as soon as 
possible. Thereafter it should  be allowed to call the reserve it's permanent home. Consultation with 
stallholders has long been lacking honesty and transparency of intent from both the Community 
Centre and from Byron Council staff and councillors, an absolutely appalling state of affairs for a 
place that boasts of it's supposed openess and upfront honesty relating to such matters!

No Unsure 3368894

May 12 21 
03:30:29 
pm

This is a better option for the markets get them away from our foreshore or out to sports fields
The market needs to move ASAP. With our beach foreshore so damaged they have to relocate and 
stop any impact.  These marketeers are driving their vehicles on to such a delicate area that must be 
preserved NOW

Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3368902

May 12 21 
03:37:19 
pm

Leave the markets at their current site on the main beach foreshore . No No 3368920

May 12 21 
03:44:34 
pm

This is a rail corridor and should be used as such. If the council are going to stop trains returning 
by stealth then they need to be open and honest.

People go to Byron for the Beach. The foreshore is the best place for the markets. No Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3368938

May 12 21 
03:45:05 
pm

As a former market stallholder of 20 years I imagine this site will cause stallholders plenty of 
headaches regarding unloading and loading of stall gear.
I am still slightly worried as to why the Butler st site that has served the community as a safe and 
reliable market site for over 20 years is now suddenly "on the nose" health-wise. My concerns are 
that there are plans to use this open public space for car-parking in a big way, why otherwise 
would the market not revert to it original site as was indicated in 2019? Why is the site awaiting 
the outcome of investigations...and if it is, why not wait until those results are known...why the 
rush?

This was never the appropriate place for the market, the damage to the already ravaged dune and 
foreshore are is totally unneeded.

Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3368941

May 12 21 
03:45:28 
pm

It's a stupid idea. Leave it where it is No No Stall holder 3368943

May 12 21 
03:46:40 
pm

It looks good.
Managing cars parked overnight in the car park might be problematic. The foreshore market is too scattered and is difficult to navigate. Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3368951

May 12 21 
03:57:32 
pm

I don't believe roads should be closed for the purpose of any traders ( market stall or otherwise )

I think that it is an inappropriate location, disrupting public parking and cluttering the beautiful 
foreshore.
I don't believe the Market should be located in the middle of an already congested area.
Somewhere on the fringes of the town would be more appropriate.

No Local business in Byron Bay 3368980

May 12 21 
04:02:34 
pm

Please dont overlook the weekly market that FEEDS us and provides genuine jobs for locals 
every week... bring them back into Byron Bay, please.

Please move our WEEKLY Markets back into the town!
The damage to the  enviroment with unnecessary waste of fuel for us Byron Residents to have to 
drive to a Cavanbah Car park is totally against all Byron Bay is trying to stand for. We can walk or 
cycle [or if car-bound] drive a shorter distance to the old grassy peaceful location now opposite the 
"bus interchange"...

Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3368994
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May 12 21 
04:06:36 
pm

It is great and would be nice to see cars eliminated from Jonson st in general from Lawson st to 
Kingsley st to make Byron town centre people and pedestrian focused as is the plan and works 
well in all Europe. The addition of free mini buses on market day may help reduce traffic as would 
an entrance into Woolworths car park from behind rather than Jonson st. Additional parking lots 
along butler st may also help to reduce traffic and keep it away from the town centre but not ones 
that take up space but rather go down underground as well as up to 2 storeys above so as to 
minimise the footprint. Promoting bikes and motorbikes (free parking for motorbikes) over cars 
and a connected OFF ROAD cycle path throughout Byron and nearby towns (especially those 
that can be connected via a cycle path along the rail corridor eg bangalow which would make the 
monthly market a spectacular day out with amazing views to cycle to) is a must to get families 
and in particular kids and older ages back on bikes without having to share with cars and 
completely avoid the possibility of being hit by a vehicle whilst commuting. As seen all over 
Europe and a key to reducing traffic.

It is not sustainable for the environment on main beach. Butler reserve is a good location. Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3369002

May 12 21 
04:16:12 
pm

It looks good to me
I liked the Butler Street location but have always wanted Byron to be a walking street with no cars so 
fully support the move into town

Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3369023

May 12 21 
04:17:13 
pm

It's awkward There isn't enough sun shelter No Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3369027

May 12 21 
04:23:05 
pm

Leave it at the beachfront Leave it at the beachfront.  Tress and shade.  Cool breezes.  Central town will be hot as hell. No Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3369045

May 12 21 
04:39:03 
pm

it's interesting. It could be ok. But I feel that the need for grass, green and shade is always very 
big, most of all in summer and that the proposed footprint can offer that in some areas, but not 
much at all in others, which can make it unfair or strange, at least.

I personally don't enjoy the beach front, being all one long lane and I feel the need to protect and 
plant that grassy area, as the erosion is progressing and council is not prepare to dredge some sand 
over. So I'm a no for the beach front.
Butler st reserve is the ideal location if we allow more trees to grow and find a way to maintain the 
grass, as the dust from the little gravel is not pleasant at all.

Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3369095

May 12 21 
05:05:10 
pm

The Railway Park is a ridiculously small area to even contemplate moving the Market from its 
present agreeable location on the foreshore. 

There is insufficient space for the market holders, the added traffic will add to congestion in the 
town centre and I fail to see how the stall holders will be able to set up their stalls with their 
cars/vans parked WHERE precisely?  Perhaps they will be expected to cart their wares/stock 
from 100s of metres away?  It's unlikely they will find a parking space close by.  It is a ludicrous 
idea to relocate to Railway Park, which has hardly enough space to accommodate the tiny 
Twilight market. 

What on earth are you thinking?  If you are seriously trying to protect the foreshore then why not 
close down the beachfront car park outside Fishheads and move the market there. It's already 
asphalted and well-polluted so the market won't have any impact on an already ruined site, which 
should NOT be used as a parking lot anyway!! Close the other vast beachfront car park on the 
OTHER side of the foreshore market and old it there. Surely it can;t be difficult to shut down 
these carparks for ONE day a month?

The Main Beach foreshore is a wonderful location and most locals, like myself, enjoy wandering 
round all the lovely stalls.  It's easy to walk or bike to from any part of town.  I'm not convinced by your 
argument of the "environmental impact" on this site.

Are you not planning a massive multi-story car park almost dead centre of town near Wicked Weasel 
and Mitre 10? Have you thought about the environmental impact, not to mention an unforgivable 
retrograde junk-heap  this will cause to Byron Bay? A high rise multi level parking eyesore virtually in 
he centre of town and you bleat about the "environmental impact" of a harmless market held once a 
month in a lovely location? 
Give me a break!  

The Butler Street Reserve was also a super venue, but it's been put to better use with the By-Pass 
and bus station of which I heartily approve. A far more sensible  relocation of the Market would be  to 
the Cavanbah Centre,  if it is really necessary. 

Mark my words, if this council attempts to rezone 158 Johnson Street to permit a multi-story car park 
you will have a resident riot on your hands.

No Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3369179

May 12 21 
05:10:03 
pm

It takes away so many car parks which are already hard enough to find on a weekend. There are 
also businesses that get deliveries via the car park on a Sunday. 

Main Beach worked pretty well. I can't see Butler Street being a safe option now that it has so much 
traffic. 

No No Local business in Byron Bay 3369200

May 12 21 
05:10:18 
pm

dont like it refer it stay at main beach No No Resident in Byron Shire 3369201

May 12 21 
05:26:46 
pm

Its an excellent use of space

There are a number of isues.
1. the market creates too much congestion on the beach front.
2. the market vehicles driving along the walkway during setup is dangerous to pedestrians
3. the stall holders cause damage to a fragile grass/sand area in Denning Park

Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3369243
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May 12 21 
05:32:19 
pm

What about the original location which was good? 
The new location is also good.
What about the farmer's market? That should be in the same place 

Butler St was a much better location particularly with the erosion issues on the foreshore Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3369253

May 12 21 
05:36:48 
pm

I think it is a great idea for the markets to be in the main street bringing the town alive with 
activity and no cars.

Butler St reserve was a dusty, polluted, potholed, treeless environment for the market stallholders 
and patrons. A huge effort goes into organising and participating in this market and there is little  
place to relax, shop and enjoy. 

Yes Yes 3369265

May 12 21 
05:40:14 
pm

If it can’t be at Butler St, this is a good second choice
Don’t like it along Main Beach, to hard to walk through
Much prefer Butler St

Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3369281

May 12 21 
05:46:42 
pm

I feel its a good idea... however stallholders need car access on market day... 
Its unsustainable and needs to be relocated.  Butler street would require some re vegetating as it was 
hot and dirty previously... 

Yes Yes Stall holder 3369305

May 12 21 
06:26:05 
pm

This is an excellent idea, this action makes the market more accessible to locals and also brings 
more visitors to the local shops.

During the weekend families and tourists want to experience Byron and the amazing walk to the 
lighthouse. This area is part of the walk and the market just make it very confusing.

Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3369378

May 12 21 
06:48:00 
pm

Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3369413

May 12 21 
07:03:11 
pm

Great Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3369448

May 12 21 
07:07:43 
pm

Amazing idea Don’t use them for markets Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3369455

May 12 21 
07:21:55 
pm

I think it could be a good idea. Just wondering where stall holders  will park their cars? I think the beach front market congests the town to much Yes Unsure Resident in Byron Shire 3369476

May 12 21 
07:46:58 
pm

Looks great 
Butler street reserve also works well. But I do see benefit to the town to have it at the Railway park - it 
would be great for local business 

Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3369521

May 12 21 
08:42:02 
pm

Looks good Totally inappropriate at Main Beach. Butler Street Reserve is suitable Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3369641

May 12 21 
09:57:52 
pm

I believe that the footprint is a very negative one and I don't support it at all. Closing part of 
Jonson street for an entire day (12 hours!) once a month is unreasonable on the community, 
many of whom don't even go to the markets. It will really impact negatively on community 
amenity. It will prevent smooth transiting through the CBD. It will make it hard to access existing 
stores on Jonson street. It will push cars through the roundabouts causing gridlock congestion. It 
will make it harder for people to get to other locations near the CBD such as the beach. Taking 
away that much car parking will also negatively impact community access to the CBD & 
surrounds. It is an all round bad idea with little benefit for the community of Byron Bay. Please do 
not do this

I feel that the current location is a better option and gives some cultural ascetic to the market. It is out 
of the main centre and has enough of its own car parking along Lawson St that it does not really 
impact people not interested in the market. It doesn't cause too much traffic congestion and other 
cars can drive by easily.

The old location at Butler St caused a traffic nightmare. This is also true of when the farmers market 
was held there. The Farmers Market has successfully moved to the Cavanbah Centre. Why can't the 
monthly market move out to Cavanbah as well?

No No Resident in the Byron town centre 3369817

May 12 21 
10:15:16 
pm

Great idea. However, the monthly market is mainly for tourists. I am more interested in the 
relocation of the weekly Thursday market which needs to be relocated to town. Either Railway 
Park or Butler Reserve would be fine. Please bring a produce market back to town.

Either would be fine.  However, the monthly market is mainly for tourists. I am more interested in the 
relocation of the weekly Thursday market which needs to be relocated to town. Either Railway Park or 
Butler Reserve would be fine. Please bring a produce market back to town.

Unsure Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3369863
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May 12 21 
11:01:24 
pm

Retain/maintain the rails, extend solar train down to the roadhouse near suffolk No feedback Unsure Yes
Regular visitor to the Byron 
Community Market

3369933

May 12 21 
11:59:30 
pm

I think it is another one of the councils Ridiculous and TERRIBLE ideas.  Even considering 
closing down Johnston St when the town already can't service the amount of traffic using the 
streets as either a thoroughfare or the amount of cars requiring parking, is absolutely mind 
boggling and makes wonder what the hell who ever proposed this idea is smoking?????  Closing 
down this area and making it more difficult for vehicles to access the shops that are serviced by 
Johnston St or are located on Johnston St will mean loss of business revenue for them.  It is an 
inconvenience for working locals, who might only be able to get into town on the weekend to do 
their shopping and have to navigate around a closed street, somehow be able to find a park 
where parking in an area which already doesn't have enough parking to service busy times, will 
be even LESS and then have to somehow get their shopping back to their vehicle.   It will create 
more congestion in an already congested area.  Seriously, I can't believe this even being 
considered.

It seems to work fine but you have to walk a long way to see stalls if there's a lot of stalls on  market 
day.  It was easier to see what was there when it was more grid like at Butler st.

No No Resident in Byron Shire 3369972

May 13 21 
12:57:15 
am

Would be interesting to find
the real reason why council
is so hellbent on using butler
Reserve for future development .

Butler reserve was perfectly
well suited for over thirty years
as a market site...
But now that bigmoney has come to town this has become prime realestate so have a guess what will 
happen next...

No No
Regular visitor to the Byron 
Community Market

3369985

May 13 21 
06:08:09 
am

It will be wonderful 
I like the market by the beach but as long as it’s in Byron and not at the awful soulless Cavanbah 
centre I approve! 

Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3370064

May 13 21 
06:52:22 
am

Why does the Council support markets and not the shop keepers who pay some of the highest 
rents in Australia to operate in the CBD? It doesn't matter where the market is  sited, it will cause 
traffic and parking chaos. Every town that holds markets has the problem of congestion and 
Byron Bay is worse because of the tourist syndrome, the town is always congested, keep the 
market away from the CBD.

Madness to have the market at the foreshore, the dunes are under threat from nature, bringing dopey 
market people to the foreshore is insane.

No No Resident in the Byron town centre 3370105

May 13 21 
08:42:11 
am

Will be awesome, bring more atmosphere into town - as long as Butler Street can be utilised for 
parking

Yes Yes 3370312

May 13 21 
09:09:38 
am

The market won't work in the narrow rail area in front of the station. 
It will be difficult to load and unload if there is no vehicle access directly to the rail corridor areas. 
Market stall owners are ageing and need to at least be able to drive to their site.
Market stalls on the tarmac can get very hot in summer as has been experienced at the farmers 
market at the Cav Centre.

Both sites have their good and bad points depending on where a stall is located and the nature of that 
stalls business.

Yes Yes 3370394

May 13 21 
11:22:57 
am

It seems quite scattered, with areas that won't get much foot traffic.

Butler street reserve always seemed dodgy. Too hot (no airflow), too dusty, too far away from town 
center so it would go unnoticed by many.
The foreshore location had been great. Amazing scenery, great airflow, lots of organic foot traffic. It 
really seems ideal to me.

No Yes Stall holder 3370955

May 13 21 
11:50:34 
am

I love that the market is on the beachfront but I understand that it is not sustainable for the land. I do 
not and have never liked the Butler st location as it is too hot, dusty and with a confusing traffic flow. I 
love the idea of having the market in the town centre. That will allow for the visitors to park on Butler, 
and the locals to access the market from town. 

Yes Yes Stall holder 3371090

May 13 21 
01:41:12 
pm

Love it! No plan is the best. Beach second best Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3371731

May 13 21 
01:46:23 
pm

Butler street reserve too dusty, main beach the market is too polluting. I think the town idea is lovely Yes Yes
Regular visitor to the Byron 
Community Market

3371763

May 13 21 
01:46:47 
pm

I like it! 
Get it away from our valuable sand dunes
Allow the big swim to be held with its markets besides the surf club.
More centrally located
Makes more use of Railway Park

It was OK temporarily and as a treat on special occasions but not as a permanent structure for 
reasons above.

Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3371766
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May 13 21 
01:49:33 
pm

No
As a stall holder, I absolutely love the beachfront venue for the market. It is a beautiful relaxed 
atmosphere with easy access for all and plenty of opportunities to park and shop.

No Yes Stall holder 3371784

May 13 21 
02:23:19 
pm

I think it would be good to move the markets to this new location on a trial basis first to see how 
well it works

No Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3372018

May 13 21 
03:27:44 
pm

Parking nearby essential.  If there are no nearby parks I won’t bother going!  Often need to carry 
purchases.  Has the Can’t  cavanbah centre car park been considered..? where the produce 
markets are held!  Easier for out of town residents to access. 

Little parking. No No Resident in Byron Shire 3372364

May 13 21 
04:16:08 
pm

I think is ideal and central therefore easily accessible
the main beach could get very windy and
Buttler Street very hot because of a lack of shade

Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3372582

May 13 21 
05:33:52 
pm

If this was to proceed I would not venture into Byron on market day
Main beach location has no shade and the footpath is not wide enough to comfortably cater for the 
crowds
Butler street reserve is a no brainer!

No Unsure Resident in Byron Shire 3372971

May 13 21 
06:55:24 
pm

ABSOLUTELY RIDICULOUS 
The current site is perfect. Moving them to create congestion and chaos in town should not even be 
an option. 

The whole reason for the bypass was to have more opportunity for traffic flow. This insidious proposal 

No No Resident in the Byron town centre 3373353

May 13 21 
07:35:51 
pm

It looks in principal a good solution.

It must move from the main Beach foreshore , whist it is beautiful location for the market it it not so for 
the environment. It’s also an unpleasant market to walk through especially when it’s crowded.  I don’t 
think all the stall holders have equal access the the customers because of the Long Walk through 
and the crowds.

Yes Yes Stall holder 3373560

May 13 21 
07:55:35 
pm

Yes there is limited car access for unloading and set up. After 30 years of doing markets it would 
be near impossible for me to set up carrying my stuff for a distance from my vehicle. And I am an 
extremely fit healthy person. If this proposal goes ahead I will be forced to stop doing markets. 

Butler street suited the markets needs for many years. The beach front is too sensitive area for a long 
term solution. No Yes Stall holder 3373634

May 13 21 
08:22:03 
pm

would only be concerned for those climbable trees at railway park
I think going back to Butler st would be great.  Especially if the reserve has been upgraded with some 
more shade. 

Unsure No Local business in Byron Bay 3373752

May 13 21 
08:34:52 
pm

Not enough space in railway park. Think eventually jonson St from Marvel St to Lawson St will 
become a mall space for stallholders. Eventualy I think this may be a mall like rundal mall in 
Adelaide.

Not the best space. Adequate for the moment but really in the way of beach goers and tourists in 
general. What needs to be taken into account is parking.

Yes Unsure Resident in the Byron town centre 3373794

May 13 21 
08:37:04 
pm

Being stall holders in our 70’s and having done the markets for nearly 40 years we would only be 
able to do this market if we can have our car on site.  

Love the market on the foreshore and feedback from our customers is that they love it too.  Cannot 
see what environmental damage has been done by the markets.  the Butler Street reserve should be 
a car park - not suitable for both market and car park - too hot and dusty with no shade

No Yes Stall holder 3373806

May 13 21 
08:59:49 
pm

I like the idea of this location. Would stall holders vehicles be on site or elsewhere?
Foreshore: good- all stalls are equally visible, Access is excellent, Vehicles on site.
Butler st: not good - set up pack up slow process, amenities too far away. 

Yes Yes Stall holder 3373916

May 13 21 
09:14:02 
pm

The new mitre ten bypass has served the town well. For the first time in twenty or thirtyyears we 
can drive through town in a passive Byron Bay safe and simple manner and find a park near our 
shop or two we intend to visit, then move on. We need parking, shops need deliveries. We are 
not all young. We are not all going to the markets every week. We live here. We aren’t just 
visiting looking for events. Hurry up and simply return the markets to butler st reserve and restore 
the original atmosphere of a market that people adore by leaving it as it used to be.

I feel pretty certain that the markets began in Butler St. It’s a great place for them. The beach front is 
busy with beach life, so I prefer Butler Street Reserve as the only location.

No No Resident in Byron Shire 3373971
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May 13 21 
09:35:36 
pm

Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3374050

May 13 21 
09:38:46 
pm

Great Location The main beach foreshore is a much more sensitive environmental location Yes Yes Local business in Byron Bay 3374058

May 13 21 
09:39:01 
pm

I am happy with it. Think it will be a great asset Butler Street was too hard to get to, as I don't drive. The beach was cramped, not spacious enough. Yes Yes 3374059

May 13 21 
10:31:16 
pm

Not fair for retailers or traffic Beach is great No No Resident in Byron Shire 3374218

May 14 21 
06:58:48 
am

Yes it is not fair on anyone needing to be in town that day especially if you are elderly or disabled. 
There is no sufficient parking to accomodate all the people visiting plus people who need to park 
( after 6am when all the parks are filled) at 10 to go to work 

Yes it’s damaging to the foreshore. Move it to the cavanbah centre car park No No Resident in Byron Shire 3374624

May 14 21 
08:14:03 
am

I believe the concept is not a good idea as it will block main roads and will also lessen the 
availability of parking for people coming for a day trip or driving into town.

Main Beach markets had a much nicer vibe compared to butler Street reserve and does not impact 
parking or access to streets in town. 

No No
Regular visitor to the Byron 
Community Market

3374870

May 14 21 
08:25:05 
am

I'm not keen on the location chosen due to the proposed closing of parts of Johnson Street during 
the market operating times.

I think the current market location works well Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3374910

May 14 21 
08:49:12 
am

Great idea Prefer current location over Butler St reserve Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3374996

May 14 21 
09:16:40 
am

I think Railway Park is too small for the markets. Railway Park has just been upgraded and I'm 
not sure it would withstand all the foot traffic. Where will market visitors park? Where will the 
stallholders park, if the car park is also used for the stalls?

I prefer the Butler Streeet Reserve location for the monthly Sunday market. It is large enough, and 
there is plenty of parking for visitors and stall holders.

No Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3375096

May 14 21 
09:32:42 
am

Concerned about parking for stall holders that need their car on site. Doesn’t appear to have 
enough room for the number of stalls that already have their cars onsite and will continue to need 
to. It is too close to the town shops which will take customers away from the market. Food & 
coffee stalls will be in direct competition with town restaurants and cafes. This is terrible for the 
market stall holders. Some separation is needed. Would prefer to go back to butler st if we can’t 
remain at the beach front

The market is working very well on the foreshore but there are environmental concerns about dune 
erosion. Butler st reserve is very practical but less has less ambiance but preferable to railway park 

No Yes Stall holder 3375146

May 14 21 
09:53:30 
am

Yes, I think its a good idea Its environmentally sensetive and takes business away from the town Yes Yes Local business in Byron Bay 3375251

May 14 21 
10:09:46 
am

NO

The current location is much more suitable for the 'Byron' Community Market. All the tourists say so, 
the beautiful beach is what Byron is best known for and it brings a little bit of the Bohemian Byron 
back into town for the tourists to experience. This is the last bit of the old character of Byron that is 
still left and it should be front and center of the tourists experience. 
You don't see Surfers Paradise or Coolangatta relegating their markets to the back end of things. It's 

No Yes Local business in Byron Bay 3375308

May 14 21 
10:12:55 
am

There will be a lot of GOOD and more concerning BAD stall locations.
Everyone would not go paat every stall holder which is a concern.

Main beach every stall is good location. Unsure Yes Stall holder 3375319



Do you have any comments about the proposed footprint?
Do you have any feedback about the current market location at the Main Beach 

foreshore or the previous location, Butler Street Reserve?

Do you support the 

permanent relocation of 

the markets from the 

beach front to the centre 

of town?

A core principle of the Byron 

Bay Town Centre Master Plan 

is to prioritise pedestrians and 

people over vehicles in the 

town centre. Do you support 

the idea of ‘cars out, people in’ 

in key areas?

Are you a...?
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ID
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May 14 21 
10:19:03 
am

I am a local resident and a stall holder ,I think the Jonson st area will be too hot in the warmer 
months

I think its. nice location but the trees are suffering, she oaks are vulnerable and the Banksias hate 
movement in what's happening around them. Butler St is a good location but it was dirty and dusty if 
its looked after is an awesome location

Yes Yes Stall holder 3375349

May 14 21 
10:45:29 
am

Butler Street Reserve is the preferred option. 40 years no problems. Byron Shire Council needs 
to spend some of the thousands of dollars they have collected over 40 years to make the 
Reserve an Oasis. 

Butler Street Reserve is the best option. No No Stall holder 3375459

May 14 21 
10:45:36 
am

Love it!
I think this proposed new location trumps both the old butler st location as well as the current 
foreshore location as it addresses the parking issues and will also benefit the stores in town by 
bringing more people into the centre of town

Yes Yes Stall holder 3375460

May 14 21 
10:45:56 
am

GREAT LOCATION WORKS FOR EVERYONE
TOURISTS
STALL HOLDERS
LOCALS

No Unsure Resident in the Byron town centre 3375461

May 14 21 
10:49:04 
am

no no Yes Yes Stall holder 3375476

May 14 21 
10:55:24 
am

Can stall holders have there cars hehind their stall Market at beach is good Yes Yes Stall holder 3375500

May 14 21 
10:58:00 
am

i think it would be great , it has the potential to become one of the most iconic markets in 
australia if presented correctly 

it seems ludicrous to me to hold a market in the towns parking space. most of my customers when 
we’re at the butler street site have no where to park and are under a strict time constraint so can’t 
linger in the market shopping.   the butler street market changed immensely when timed paid parking 
came into play.    
I’m concerned about cars not being allowed in the centre as it will disrupt the local businesses who 

Yes Unsure Stall holder 3375515

May 14 21 
11:04:42 
am

It looks like a good idea, but not sure how easy it will be to unload.

The current location on the foreshore is the best option and in my (and most other stallholders and 
customers) the natural obvious location of the market. I have been attending the Gold coast Arts and 
Craft markets for over 21 years and they also work very well on the foreshores of Coolangatta, 
Broadbeach and Burley heads, I find it very hard to understand that we cannot stay there, since it 
seems to be working very well. I dread to go back to Butler street reserve, it is not a nice site for the 

Unsure Yes Stall holder 3375551

May 14 21 
11:15:43 
am

As a stallholder who needs a car site, I'm concerned about these being available if it's a "car-free" 
day. Otherwise, all good.

As a stallholder, foreshore has been far better financially. Yes Unsure Stall holder 3375604

May 14 21 
11:23:23 
am

Id say close to 100% of stallholders will require car access to their site to unload/load as a 
priority. 

Main Beach Foreshore is best place for market, this is the feedback I have received as a stall holder 
from patrons and community.
Butler st was a dustbowl with little atmosphere. 

No Yes Stall holder 3375638

May 14 21 
11:23:37 
am

Good Both were good Yes Yes 3375642

May 14 21 
11:27:40 
am

No best location for the market is beach front (once a month  Only ) No Yes Stall holder 3375666

May 14 21 
11:38:46 
am

Yes Yes Stall holder 3375711

May 14 21 
11:50:45 
am

I like the idea of the markets being located in the centre of town. it will bring aa strong local 
flavour and atmosphere to the town centre

The beach front is an exceptional place for the market. It would be my personal preference for the 
permanent location, as the location does not interrupt any normal business operations, and has easy 
access for all visitors to the markets.

No Yes Stall holder 3375771



Do you have any comments about the proposed footprint?
Do you have any feedback about the current market location at the Main Beach 

foreshore or the previous location, Butler Street Reserve?
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May 14 21 
12:05:53 
pm

Great spot! It's sadly not sustainable at the  beach and there is no parking if it goes back to butler Street Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3375834

May 14 21 
12:08:58 
pm

this is not a suitable place for market. stall holders need to be able to drive in to unload
for the markets carrying gazebos and stock on to there site are a problem for the large stall and 
food vans need to drive in to set up there stalls.
this area should be used for relaxing  maybe using it for local artist to do work shops 
with holiday makers or small concerts or plays 

butler st is the best place easy for market stall holders to unload and have parking close by so they 
can return to there site as quickly as they can 
customers are able to walk round. more space people are spread out over  all the rows
not just on a straight foot path like the beach front which is harder to do social distancing. it also 
keeps car traffic away from the main streets 
beach front is not suitable for such a large market the walking distance for customers is to long not all 
customers walk the whole distance so stalls may miss out on sales because they don't see them. the 

No Yes Stall holder 3375842

May 14 21 
12:57:19 
pm

looks ok can parks are very hot and dirty areas Yes Unsure Stall holder 3376027

May 14 21 
01:02:28 
pm

I’d be interested to know if the location will have more trees as the butler st location was always 
very hot.

I like the current location on the beachside Yes Yes Stall holder 3376044

May 14 21 
01:03:43 
pm

Think is a great opportunity The beach front gave byron market an genuine identity of a beach town market. Unsure Yes Stall holder 3376046

May 14 21 
01:04:57 
pm

I was wondering how cars will get in and out of the area. If we cant stay along the foreshore I think Butler street is the better option than railway park No No Stall holder 3376052

May 14 21 
01:09:20 
pm

Good Good Yes Yes Stall holder 3376074

May 14 21 
01:16:23 
pm

Yes Yes Stall holder 3376107

May 14 21 
01:33:13 
pm

It looks like a great proposal! Yes Yes Stall holder 3376166

May 14 21 
01:41:30 
pm

I can’t setup on a road and gutter need a level piece of land Prefer Main beach then butler street where everyone gets a fair location Unsure Unsure Stall holder 3376196

May 14 21 
01:42:04 
pm

No No Resident in Byron Shire 3376199

May 14 21 
02:12:35 
pm

Why include Jonson Street? How will arrivals or departues at and from access the bus terminal 
or town? Ae they expected to walk through the market? Where is parking as this footprint deletes 
dozens and dozens of car park?

Parking is/was a problem at either Main Beach or Butler St locations. Unsure No Local business in Byron Bay 3376320

May 14 21 
02:35:48 
pm

I understand that the market needs to move and a
Move into town would
Be very convenient and allow a lot more foot traffic. Car parking in Butler St is a good idea n 
assume that no vehicles
Will be allowed at any stalls. Butler St was
Also a very hot venue in summer so not sure if the railway area will
Be any better.  For food vendors the beach front has been good for shade.  

Beach front has
Been good for shade n easy access for stallholders.  Also easy exit after the day.  I hv found there is 
quite a lot of foot traffic but not necessarily stopping to shop, instead using the path to get along the 
beach during
High tide.  So in town wld
Provide I think more of a destination for shoppers to come to.   Also by breaking up the market into 
separate areas is more interesting than one long line of stalls. 

Yes Yes Stall holder 3376418



Do you have any comments about the proposed footprint?
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May 14 21 
02:47:06 
pm

I think it’s a great idea to have it around Rail Park. It will be lovely to be part of the town.
Main Beach shouldn’t be permanent location, as ecologically is not good for the sand dunes and the 
little critters that live there. Butler St reserve is not the right one either.

Yes Yes Stall holder 3376456

May 14 21 
02:57:57 
pm

It’s an excellent location integrates the market into the town . 
Providing a vibrant  feel to market day , music buskers colourful stalls  it will be good for the 
towns retailers .

As the crowd overflows into the Main Street shopping area ,
a much better look for Byron bay on market day . 

Beach side is good !!
 The previous location big and uninteresting just a grid 
No shade . Very much a big seperate entity in as far as integrating it into Byron goes

Yes Yes Stall holder 3376491

May 14 21 
03:19:00 
pm

the current foreshore location ensures everyone has an equally prime location.  Very easy for 
customers to see everything.   with the ocean as a backdrop the market is very well received by our 
many interstate visitors.   

No Yes Stall holder 3376558

May 14 21 
03:19:42 
pm

I thought we were going to use that back carpark too behind MainStreet Main Beach is unstable for cars and Butler St is toxic Yes Yes Stall holder 3376560

May 14 21 
05:44:08 
pm

too small an area of markets
Needs to remain at the main beach foreshore, takes cars away from the CBD, it has a great feel been 
near the beach & lots of room for people to walk around, then they can walk into town & the beach

No No Resident in Byron Shire 3377104

May 14 21 
06:52:08 
pm

Byron Markets needs a permanent home close to town and somewhere that works for the 
community. The markets provide livelihood for 100's of local people and are where many of the 
towns local businesses had their beginnings. 

Fix the foreshore market space. Butler street was crown reserve - isn't it illegal to turn it into a car 
park.? This was the home of the market for so many years and it was a great use and appropriate for 
the markets. 
Council really needs to consult the market stall owners fully - after all it is their livelihood that will be 
affected. 

Unsure Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3377300

May 14 21 
07:26:29 
pm

Better environmentally than the beach. Yes Yes Stall holder 3377422

May 14 21 
08:27:03 
pm

Great idea Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3377617

May 14 21 
08:52:44 
pm

Having the market at the railway park will cause more traffic issues
My family and I have enjoyed the main beach foreshore market experience. I would prefer this as the 
byron markets permanent spot. 

No Unsure Resident in the Byron town centre 3377678

May 14 21 
08:54:02 
pm

I think this would be wonderful! I don’t like the current location as it feels very spread out and can sometimes be very windy Yes Yes Stall holder 3377682

May 14 21 
09:07:25 
pm

It looks great but negative impacts could be that it is spread out. If stalls do get enough space {as 
at the beach} it is a better spot than Butler St.

Beach is best. Butler St old site is not very good for many reasons and especially as it is a 
contaminated site and the market is more crammed.

Yes Yes Stall holder 3377719

May 15 21 
06:48:18 
am

I don’t see how market cars are going to be able to drive in and unload, where the beachfront is 
easy

Both are good No No 3378144

May 15 21 
07:12:44 
am

Yes Yes Stall holder 3378183
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May 15 21 
07:32:20 
am

The railway site would be far better for stall holders than Butler Street reserve. Love having the market in the foreshore and think it’s a pity it cannot stay there. Yes Yes Stall holder 3378218

May 15 21 
07:38:46 
am

Not very market friendly 
Butler street works reasonably well
Beach work for smaller arts markets but not for larger market 

No Yes
Regular visitor to the Byron 
Community Market

3378227

May 15 21 
08:16:17 
am

The monthly Byron market and the Farmers market need to continue back at Butler street 
reserve.
 It's easy parking , more relaxed, and not increased traffic in the centre of town

Parking in town is terrible,  you either get into town at 8am or just don't go..
I feel the markets should be at Bulter Street Reserve

No No
Regular visitor to the Byron 
Community Market

3378304

May 15 21 
08:44:29 
am

I think it looks good, as the Twilight has been quite successful at the Park, it seems a good 
logical expansion for the Community Market. Does the footprint take stallholder car parking 
requirements into account?

I have been marketing with my partner for some of the period of the beach location, and while it has 
been a beautiful spot, my understanding is that the shoreline would eventually degrade from overuse. 
The parking has always been an interesting challenge.

Yes Unsure 3378376

May 15 21 
09:17:25 
am

Both sites are good for the monthly market Unsure Yes Stall holder 3378469

May 15 21 
04:13:59 
pm

Think it is a great idea Beach market Better than at Buttler reserve but in town would work well Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3379233

May 15 21 
04:58:44 
pm

How will you stop an out of control driver going through the street? Beachfront works, so why can't we stay? Unsure Yes Stall holder 3379289

May 15 21 
06:28:24 
pm

The new layout is very scattered, there are some bad spots and some very good spots, I think 
customers would feel like it’s a city back st market , not a beautiful beachside location. It’s also 
unfair for shops that pay high rents.
I don’t think this would promote tourism, a market in town doesn’t have the same quality as the 
beach front or Butler st, we’re all stall holders have the same layout and bussiness opportunities.
It’s also going to be very hot on tarmac.

Tourists love the beach location, all my customers say how much cleaner and fresh it is at the beach 
location. The foreshore and grounds have been well looked after. I don’t see why we couldn’t stay 
there. Butler st gives stall holders a more evenly spread out location the new town location will not be 
evenly spread out , there are some blind spots in this map for stall holders and some very good spots, 
how they determine who gets which one is interesting. The town location will be extremely hot in the 
car park location for stall holders, and shoppers , also the back of the shops are not pleasant to view 
and shop near. I think the market would lose its relaxed feel and look more like a city back street 

No Yes Stall holder 3379414

May 15 21 
07:15:07 
pm

My concern is long, single rows of stalls.
As a stallholder, I have no sense of community at the current beach location. The set up- and my stall 
location has me in a single lane only. Part of my market experience over a decade has been the 
stallholder comradery and relationships built. Now I am unable to leave my stall because of its 
position, as no one can overlook my stall for security and I am very far away from toilets or food, so 

Unsure Yes Stall holder 3379464

May 16 21 
01:37:49 
pm

Looks great!
having the BCM at Main Beach devalues the Beachside Makers Market leading to confusion of which 
market is actually on by customers and tourists

Yes Yes Stall holder 3380568

May 16 21 
04:42:18 
pm

Seems like a good idea, worth a try

Butler St seemed to be the "wrong side of the tracks", separated from the town. Bringing into town is 
a good idea.
The beach side location was very pleasant, but its linear location on an already well used 
footpath/bike track was not suitable. It could have been OK if the path were perhaps 3 times wider. 

Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3380866

May 16 21 
05:47:34 
pm

Proposed footprint is not secured for permanent location of the markets , as it is a transport 
corridor and can be reclaimed in future for the transport needs of the growing town. Location is 
not attractive to the stallholders who prefer the more natural setting. Competing with the shops 
we often sell wholesale products to  is not appealing to either of our businesses. The railway 
tracks nor Jonson Street are places we would like to trade and it is not in the spirit of our outdoor, 
nature loving market to be caged up on concrete or tracks ,commonly polluted with asbestos 
especially around the station grounds where the train brakes are applied.

Current location could be improved with some sensible plantings. The old casuarinas are dying and 
no trees have been planted in Denning Park for decades. If the market were allowed to stay there , 
maybe the regular income could stimulate the council to improve the site to an international standard, 
which could include markets , but also more shade and trees that truly represent our coastal 
rainforest.
The Butler Street location has been a sustainable location till the council decided to put a carpark 
there. The two are not compatible and never will be. The community had a proposed plan for the site 
which is compatible with POM and has been ignored by the council for about 13 years now. It does 

Unsure Unsure Stall holder 3380972

May 17 21 
09:48:58 
am

I have concerns that parking will be affected by the temporary closure of the carpark behind 
Johnson Street

I like that current location at main beach because it has the proximity of the beach with better airflow 
and people flow.

No Yes
Regular visitor to the Byron 
Community Market

3381889
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May 17 21 
10:49:00 
am

I have had numerous discussions about this idea with many members of the community and it is 
clear to me that the community do not support the market being on this footprint. The community 
do not want any part of Jonson street to be closed on a monthly basis.

The current foreshore location has much less impact on the community than Butler street. Returning 
Markets to Butler street will be a traffic nightmare. To be honest, why doesn't the market relocate to 
the cavanah centre permenantly with a shuttle bus to/from town?? ?The farmers market have made a 
successful transition out to there!!

No No Resident in Byron Shire 3382085

May 17 21 
01:50:08 
pm

Think it looks great. Being on the foreshore mean't it could be very windy. Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3382707

May 17 21 
02:16:36 
pm

No need to shut down Jonson Street. Where is additional parking located, this plan removes 
parking while bringing people into the CBD.

Parking an issue at both sights. Unsure No Local business in Byron Bay 3382778

May 17 21 
03:34:22 
pm

Looks OK, maybe very spread out, large circular layouts seemto work better than long lines of 
stalls

The foreshore could never be permanent, butler street, parking too hard, the ground pollution is 
difficult to deal with and not a good look for food unless it was capped, which is possible. Butler street 
is ideal to have a large circular food court etc

Yes Yes Stall holder 3382950

May 17 21 
06:02:55 
pm

Go back to Butler St reserve Too much traffic and damage to nature strip at the foreshore. Preferred choice Butler St Reserve. No Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3383358

May 17 21 
06:33:34 
pm

looks good Love the market on the foreshore makes it so accessible and beautiful Yes Yes
Regular visitor to the Byron 
Community Market

3383441

May 18 21 
06:40:52 
am

No 

The current market location has been great,  where customers come straight before or after a swim. 
All my customers have been loving and appreciating the location. The beach side market overall is 
being great for all stall holders and customers.

The previous location on Buttler street was so dusty, the customers don’t just pass by they need to 

Unsure Unsure Stall holder 3384228

May 18 21 
07:57:38 
am

it will be very hot in summer, and cold in winter, exposed to westerly winds No Yes Stall holder 3384295

May 18 21 
09:15:08 
am

This is a much better location for the markets long term. 

The Butler Street reserve needs to function 24/7 as a public carpark. When the markets are held at 
the Butler Street Reserve, there is nowhere for people attending the markets to park their cars. .  The 
Main Beach foreshore is a completely inappropriate location and the traffic that is created as a result 
is unfair on residents who derive no benefit from the commercialization of the  foreshore. 

Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3384454

May 18 21 
09:21:48 
am

I think it would be ideal to have the market in town. Such a great location!
The beachfront location is unique but understand is not possible. I personally don't like the Butler 
Reserve.

Yes Yes Stall holder 3384474

May 18 21 
10:50:22 
am

It would be impossible to foresee the consequences for individual stallholders as it would create a 
totally new venue. Just as it may seem exciting it certainly leaves a lot of old permanent 
stallholders in the lurch as to whether this is going to continue their success at the markets.

From my perspective the foreshore markets  are  rather sucessfull due to the more or less 'single lane 
trading aspect'( Except the foodcourts), which means that the public must wander past your stall and 
most traders have the same chance of beeing exposed. I believe ,Butler Street developed  its own 
dynamics over many years and it would take the same 'teething' for the proposed new venue. This 
will be a very frustrating process for stallholders who might find a totally different reality developing 

No Yes Stall holder 3384794

May 18 21 
06:24:39 
pm

Current location is excellent! No Unsure Stall holder 3386117
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May 18 21 
06:54:49 
pm

I have been a Byron resident for 22 years and a Byron Markets stall holder for 12 years. Although 
I see some benefits to this site ( parking at Butler St) as a stall holder I have some great 
concerns. 
The rail corridor is the backbone of this proposal but there is a reason every outdoor single day 
market that I know of in Australia has vehicle access. Market stalls are small shops with its 
vendors bringing in their tents, shelves, tables, racks, decorations and stock into generally a 3m 
x 3m space. To carry this any more than a few meters is not an option. And to trolly it in from a 
loading dock takes both level concreted surface from vehicle to stall allocation and a lot of time. 
Each stall would take 15-20 each to unload and trolly or carry to site. (You either unload onto a 
footpath and park your car leaving your stock blocking the loading zone until you return or you 
unload onto the footpath, leave your car, trolley to your site for me about 8 trips and then park. 
This would take a lot of time.) I can only see a few suitable sites in which this could be done. How 
do you bump in and out 200 sites in this manner? Even 150 sites is difficult. 

ANYONE WHO IS PLANNING A MARKET OF THIS SIZE WITH NO DIRECT VEHICLE 
ACCESS HAS NEVER DONE A MARKET. 

Main Beach is an amazing site. It is the best market site in Byron. It has great vehicle access. A 
popular desirable location. The markets have never been busier. The customers love it. They are 
coming in greater numbers than ever and spending. Families love it. Stallholders love it. The fact you 
can go to the beach and then go have a bite to eat, shop or a massage. What a great Byron 
experience. Since the markets have moves I now see more and more locals at the markets.
With the new bi pass afternoon traffic issues have gone. If Butler St was to become a free carpark we 
could be running a free courtesy bus from the transit centre to the Surf Club and back. Perhaps for a 
small gold coin donation. An easy way to ease vehicle congestion through town. Butler St parking 
would also encourage pedestrians to walk through town. All it would take is some good signage. 

Stall holders have been contributing to the sand dune care through the $3.00 environmental levy we 
pay every market. This money goes to dune care. Funds we need now more than ever to help repair 
the sand dunes. This levy could also be used to aerate and naturally fertilise the grass. 

Customers and stallholders love grass under foot. Just ask the Farmers Markets customers and stall 
holders how they like bitumen as a surface. It's hot, hard and doesn't reflect Byron.

No Unsure Stall holder 3386202

May 19 21 
08:18:13 
am

What an absolute nightmare Butter street worked well would be good if any pollution issues rectified once and for all No Yes
Regular visitor to the Byron 
Community Market

3387007

May 19 21 
10:15:05 
am

It's fine but so much better on the beach front for locals and tourists alike!  the beach front is so much better for locals and tourists alike! No Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3387266

May 19 21 
01:13:54 
pm

Yes I really love the idea. It should help local businesses as well with increased foot traffic in the 
CBD. 

I like it there but don't think it should be held there permanently. 
The special "Craft" markets should still be held there 4 times a year as they are much smaller.

Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3388023

May 19 21 
01:36:11 
pm

I think it is a great idea to not only have a pedestrianised main street, but to incorporate the 
markets into this area seems like a win win for everyone! Shops will get more traffic and it really 
will make the Community market part of the community!
As long as stall holders have access to appropriate parking - Butler St reserve would seem 
perfect for not only stallholders but the general public as well. 

I love it at the beach for the vibe, but dont like how its a very long market. I would prefer it to be more 
of a bundle. 

Yes Yes 3388132

May 19 21 
02:22:52 
pm

Looks like it will be great for stallholders, maybe some permanent shops will be unimpressed with 
the competition, though could be a win win with more serious shoppers all round?

Beach market strip has been amazing for us (3x or more the average sales). The 1 long strip layout 
works really well for markets I think, esp with so many tourists staying in accomodation that's a short 
walk from the beachfront. Pleasant breezy temperature, no dust, extreme heat, humidity or mud 
issues, just a nicer place to hang out than Butler St Reserve. 

Unsure Yes Stall holder 3388339

May 19 21 
03:30:34 
pm

Yes Yes Stall holder 3388585

May 19 21 
08:38:23 
pm

Nice having some depth and an interesting layout.
At the beach, because there is only one lane it gets too crowded.  Butler Street Reserve was boring, 
with no trees throughout the reserve.

Yes Yes Local business in Byron Bay 3389575

May 19 21 
09:58:44 
pm

I think this is a good solution to go in the heart of town. It will be important to ensure easy 
connection flow occurs as these are 5 different areas being used

Unfortunately the beach front is now very vulnerable and can not be used for much longer. Butler st 
became a terrible site once the cars started parking there firstly for the Farmers mkt and then later on 
for the towns main car park for the other days of the month. I hope we never have to go back there 
and it can become a permanent car park for the town.

Yes Yes Stall holder 3389750

May 20 21 
10:38:09 
am

I think it could be fabulous for the market to be right in the centre of town. I worry about the heat 
and glare from all the hard surfaces during so much of the year. Sure stall holders have 
marquees but the patrons are out in the heat and sun. It’s most unpleasant.
How does the chamber of commerce feel?

I love the market being on the foreshore. It’s the most gorgeous spot. The sea breeze.... the trees..... 
close to town. Gorgeous.

Unsure Yes Stall holder 3390645

May 20 21 
09:30:17 
pm

Where will stallholders carpark be?
Too "long"
a lot of people aren't walking the full distance.

Yes Yes Stall holder 3392698
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May 21 21 
12:49:04 
am

Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3392901

May 21 21 
06:19:02 
am

Looks like a nice idea to bring some life to Jonson st Use is too intense for delicate foreshore areas Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3392963

May 21 21 
01:44:15 
pm

I own [business name removed] and we need direct car access to the back of our shop every day 
in order for us to operate so we strongly oppose the carpark behind Jonson street being closed 
on market days in this proposal. We pay our parking permit every year and it is unfair to take our 
permit benefits away from us as paying customers. 

No No Local business in Byron Bay 3393981

May 21 21 
02:53:29 
pm

It will destroy the Retailers in this strip as the products sold at the markets compete with the 
retailers.  Rents are higher for the retailers than a market stall.

Parking is good and space to walk around. No No Local business in Byron Bay 3394218

May 21 21 
04:32:57 
pm

I fully support using Railway park and  closing part of Johnson St for the market. I am concerned 
that the railway corridor however is not so suitable and that this would divide the market into 
areas that may see significantly less customers as opposed to other areas (ie behind the Rails 
and info centre, down along the rail corridor plus other weird ‘corners’. Plus a lot of remediation 
works to be done to make these areas appealing and safe.

Current site is excellent. I love the markets on the beach front. In contrast the Butler St site was 
terrible: hot, dusty and overwhelming for patrons, you’d never make it past all stalls.

Unsure Yes
Regular visitor to the Byron 
Community Market

3394502

May 21 21 
05:00:57 
pm

Bad idea Beachside is a winner No No Resident in Byron Shire 3394557

May 21 21 
07:45:23 
pm

Too narrow in places. Takes away important parking in town. The park is a sanctuary for young 
children, it will be too busy and hard to park for mums and bibs. 

Butler St reserve is the best place. You have resisted greening that space for many years over many 
councils. A few trees now but you could do so much more. Central town and green space is an 
opportunity for locals in the Butler St area to exercise, themselves, pets, it makes living in town more 
enjoyable. Once it is gone it is gone forever. 

Yes No Resident in the Byron town centre 3394818

May 22 21 
08:55:59 
am

Not a good idea                                    unfair to local businesses who pay huge rents Either are perfect areas for the market No Unsure Resident in Byron Shire 3395322

May 22 21 
10:26:16 
am

Best idea No Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3395431

May 22 21 
12:37:18 
pm

YES Great location and would be good for farmers market too. Yes its not good at beach. makes parking and access to beach difficult for others when market is on. Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3395581

May 22 21 
12:41:59 
pm

It’s a great idea Both locations were good for their duration but now a new and better permanent location is needed Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3395585

May 22 21 
12:56:29 
pm

I think it looks like a great option More spread out in proposed location and brings people into town rather than out on the edges Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3395599

May 22 21 
07:30:44 
pm

This is not fair to the shops that pay big money for rent. The stalls are $50 per day, love to hear 
what all the shop will say???

Move the market to Cavanbah if Butler is unsuitable. No No
Regular visitor to the Byron 
Community Market

3396055

May 23 21 
10:57:45 
am

Concerns for the damage to Park land and new infrastructure, the marketeers  need to be 
watched carefully and the market mangers need to commit to any repairs - railway park is already 
showing signs of abuse and neglect..  There's absolutely no need to close Jonson st for the 
Markets... you will loos at least 45 car space's needed by the rent paying businesses that depend 
on passing trade and parking -

The beach side market isn't the right place for this activity - and will in time cause damage to the 
fragile dune zone

Unsure No Resident in the Byron town centre 3396523
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May 23 21 
11:02:06 
am

Looks like a reasonable space for Markets as long as we keep the number of stalls down to 
reflect local traders - Jonson street should be left open, parking is crucial to the CBD businesses  
& traffic congestion is very bad for business and the general public, avoid any road closures 
please..

wrong place for a market event Yes No Local business in Byron Bay 3396529

May 23 21 
02:13:06 
pm

This is a great idea. The bypass and surrounding roads should be able to cope with road 
closures.

It's nice, but as it's a thoroughfare, sometimes it becomes hard to stop and look at stalls- you get a 
sense of being "swept along" with the crowds. Also too crowded as it's very narrow in parts. 

Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3396820

May 23 21 
08:44:48 
pm

I don't like the an. The stalls will be segmented. Why take parking away? Closing Jonson St will 
create congestion and confusion. 
Please consult community.

I think the Main Beach location is no longer sustainable due to beach erosion.  I'd like to see Butler St 
remediated and the markets return to the site.
I find Q3 below is a leading question. I'd like the markets in the centre of town, not spreading from the 
park to the carpark and street though.

No Unsure Resident in Byron Shire 3397331

May 24 21 
12:39:02 
am

Love it. Wonderful addition to town. Need to make sure Butler street car parking is maximised. 
Need to improve ambience of car park areas at rear of Johnson street and alongside railway 
precinct 

Lacking homogeneity. Too strung out. Lacks a heart or centre. Often too windy. Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3397505

May 24 21 
01:07:05 
pm

Concerned that not all stalls will be visited as it is a bit dead endy... not one long line Love the current location!!! No Yes Stall holder 3398402

May 24 21 
01:20:08 
pm

Do not close any sections of Jonson street! The local owned shops are struggling enough and 
large brands that will only use Byron for marketing reasons are already pushing in. COVID 
resulted in multiple closures, stop putting more pressure on business by disrupting traffic. 

Keep it on Main Beach. No No Resident in the Byron town centre 3398423

May 24 21 
01:58:19 
pm

The footprint is what it is and as sport is on Saturday and  Sunday at the Cavanbah that location 
is not suitable.
The location is acceptable and better than the beach front. The Butler St option is kit advised so 
we have this proposal. 
I would not block traffic on Jonson St. There is no need to block it off considering it would cause 

I swim EVERY day and watch the degradation of main beach which was once our greatest asset. I 
like Butler St option best of all options. It has stood the test of time and can be rebuilt and specific 
design which limits stalls to a certain number rather than ‘bigger is better’ 
The car park option does restrict the iconic bakery, the newsagent, organic food store Fundies and 
the corner shop. It does however provide an alternative till butler street reserve can be purpose built.

Yes No Resident in Byron Shire 3398507

May 24 21 
04:29:08 
pm

love it to many impacts on  public infrastructure, parking, traffic and dunes Yes Yes
Regular visitor to the Byron 
Community Market

3399006

May 24 21 
05:30:38 
pm

I would like to see the car parking arrangement which is the crucial issue. The by pass is working 
well. Council needs to ensure the market does not impact .

Traffic and parking has been a problem Yes No Resident in Byron Shire 3399191

May 25 21 
05:14:30 
am

Will the area be pet / dog friendly?
I prefer the main beach foreshore. It has a more relaxed and Byron coastal appeal along the coastal 
path as opposed to being in the main streets of Byron, on the asphalt and situated amongst other 
bricks and mortar retailers 

No Yes Stall holder 3400020

May 25 21 
06:44:46 
am

Great use of railway park In summer it is chaos as people want to get to the beach Yes Yes Local business in Byron Bay 3400087

May 25 21 
08:08:50 
am

Railway Park should not be used for the market. Return the market to Butler st
Return the market to Butler st reserve and leave the farmers Market at Cavanbah because the 
farmers Market which is weekly destroyed the previously grassy ground.

No Yes
Regular visitor to the Byron 
Community Market

3400170

May 25 21 
11:32:45 
am

It's a great idea to have it in town Beachside markets is lovely during Summer as Beachside Markets but not for monthly markets. No Yes
Regular visitor to the Byron 
Community Market

3400689

May 25 21 
07:01:17 
pm

Will be so fabulous to have a new location as the Butler St car park was  never as nice as the 
Bangalow showgrounds.  

Beachside market is beautiful and gets lots of traffic but still believe a village market that 
encompasses the local village businesses will be more desirable. However the beachside is lovely 
too.

Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3401970
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May 26 21 
06:26:14 
am

Yes, I think it’s a great idea 
Yes, the foreshore is so environmentally sensitive & the market is putting too much pressure on it. It 
shouldn’t be there. Also, the market creates a traffic problem both for cars & people walking 

Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3402663

May 26 21 
06:46:37 
am

Leave it where it is, beachfront! Leave it where it is No No Resident in the Byron town centre 3402676

May 26 21 
07:31:32 
am

It’s a great idea! Butler street was a great location, however parking was a nightmare Yes Yes Resident in the Byron town centre 3402712

May 26 21 
11:23:12 
am

Yes Yes Stall holder 3403214

May 26 21 
12:55:00 
pm

Great idea! I prefer the new proposal. I didnt like the beach foreshore location Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3403437

May 26 21 
01:38:56 
pm

Good idea! I think it needs to be in town 
Main Beach foreshore is unsustainable because of parking. Parking anywhere near the beach is an 
increasing problem at Byron. Market on Main Beach makes it utterly impossible on those Sundays. 
Butler St was ok, but was always a bit sterile and lacking atmosphere 

Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3403557

May 26 21 
02:53:40 
pm

It's a good idea. Beach front market is a pure pleasure. Unsure Unsure Stall holder 3403770

May 26 21 
09:52:48 
pm

Looks good Better in town as per proposal Yes Yes Resident in Byron Shire 3404845

May 27 21 
09:15:57 
am

It is very spread out. But I like the idea of road closure. It doesn't work well. Yes Yes Stall holder 3405339

May 27 21 
10:40:31 
am

amazing idea. im all for it. turning town into a partial pedestrian zone once a month is also very 
good for visitors

main beach foreshore is a fantastic site and would be an ideal for the future if butler street or 
proposed footprint do not eventuate. butler street reserve is a lifeless and uninspired location, but 
serves practically. it would be my least preferred option

Yes Yes Stall holder 3405519

May 27 21 
12:41:09 
pm

We have a business in the proposed area of Jonson St.  We would welcome the potential extra 
foot traffic if we could confirm we were not going to be consigned to "the back of the stalls."  This 
would likely result in reduced exposure if people are directed along the road rather than the 
footpath.

Unsure Unsure Local business in Byron Bay 3405905

May 27 21 
12:55:38 
pm

It is a bad ideas to restrict the flow of traffic by closing part of Jonson St (or others) after 
congestion has finally been relieved by the new bypass. If the eventual intention is to use Butler 
St site as a carpark there will be a significant disruption to the flow of traffic on the new bypass by 
pedestrians crossing over to the proposed new market site, this is on top of the disruptions 
caused if Jonson St is to be blocked off. 

Keep it there until Butler St is ready but put in extra protections for the beach front and don’t use that 
space for any other large scale projects until Markets move back to the Butler St venue. 

No No Resident in the Byron town centre 3405947

May 27 21 
06:01:26 
pm

Totally against it. The markets should stay in the Butler Street Reserve or go to Cavanbah 
Centre.

Totally oppose the markets being on the beachfront or anywhere else in the main part of town. The  
beachside markets overload the centre of town with too many people and too much traffic and 
congestion. Stallholders vehicles on the dune are destroying it. Butler Street was the best location.

Unsure No Resident in the Byron town centre 3406982


